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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the impact of precarity on the nonprofit service providing sector (NPSS). Using in depth qualitative interviews, recent empirically-based surveys of the Ontario nonprofit sector and key academic and grey literature, we explore the deeper meaning of precarity in this sector. We contend that the NPSS is a unique, and in many respects, an ideal location in which to explore the workings and impact of precarity. Looking at the nonprofit sector reveals that precarity operates at various levels, the: 1) nonprofit labour force; 2) organization structure and operation of nonprofit agencies; and, 3) clients and communities serviced by these nonprofit organizations. By observing the workings of precarity in this sector, precarity is revealed to be far more than an employment based phenomenon but also a force that negatively impacts organizational structures as well as vulnerable communities.
INTRODUCTION

[...] the people doing this kind of work [with vulnerable youth] are more often than not contract workers, so how does that impact the population of youth they are coming in contact with? Well, it sucks because youth needs stability and the impact [is felt] if the funding bodies change ... And so what ended up happening is I had to actually step away from all the organizing and activism I was doing because it was burning me out, because I was trying to manage my own precarity. (Female visible minority nonprofit sector youth worker)

As captured in the above reflection, the impact of precarity within the nonprofit service providing sector (NPSS) is quite profound, operating with negative consequences along various dimensions. At its core, precarity is concerned with the lack of security and/or predictability, most particularly as it relates to employment. The NPSS in Canada offers, in fact, a unique, and in many respects, an ideal setting in which to examine the workings and impacts of precarity. Precarity operates on at least three levels within the NPSS; that of the: 1) nonprofit labour force, 2) organizational structure and operation of nonprofit agencies, and 3) clients and the community serviced by these nonprofits. For example, many marginalized communities rely on the services provided by nonprofit providers and are closely linked to the service workers who are very often drawn from their ranks. Consequently, the sector is strategically situated to reflect upon the impact that employment precarity has had upon the vulnerable communities that these non-profit providers serve. Moreover, the NPSS workforce itself is one that is characterized by high levels of precarity due to such factors as inadequate and unstable government funding. The added value that this analysis offers is the ability to move beyond employment precarity and to uncover precarity’s impact at other levels and also to identify the self-reinforcing nature of their layered interaction. Precarity has come to be pervasive in many parts of life and is a major defining feature in our ‘age of insecurity’ (Elliott and Atkinson 1999).

An examination of the nonprofit service providing sector, consequently, allows us insight into the nature and effects of employment precarity among nonprofit providers themselves, as well as the impact of precarity within the broader communities they service (Richmond and Shields 2004; Baines 2004; Community Social Planning Council of Toronto et al. 2006).

THE NPSS

The NPSS is a subsector of the larger nonprofit sector which is very diverse and expanding, ranging from advocacy to religious organizations, voluntary sports groups to parent school-based associations, and from arts and culture organizations to social, health and human service provision agencies. The core
nonprofit sector in Canada is large and growing, standing at about 2.5 percent of GDP. It constitutes a substantial economic force, being, for instance, substantially bigger than the auto and agricultural sectors (Statistics Canada 2007: 10, 13). Nonprofit service providers are situated between the state and market sectors and are defined by their orientation to serve a public or group good, but through private nonprofit-making organizational forms (i.e., third sector formations). The NPSS embodies these characteristics and is driven by a caring mission to do good works in the service of its clients and community base.

The services-providing component of the sector constitutes between a quarter to a third of the Ontario nonprofit sector (MCI 2013: 28; McIsaac et al. 2013b: 10). This element of the sector is key, not just because of its size, but also because of its relationship with the state and civil society in providing publically supported services and programs, especially to vulnerable clients and communities. The NPSS is also “human resource intensive; indeed, human capital is viewed as being the ‘greatest strength’ of non-profit organizations” (McMullen and Brisbois 2003: vi, 7) Hence, the ability to manage and the capacity to appropriately reward these human resources is critical to the well-being of the sector and those it services.

The other factor to note is the highly gendered nature of nonprofit work. Because it is ‘caring work’ and often associated with greater employment flexibility, such as more part-time opportunities and other ‘flexible’ work arrangements, it is seen as particularly suited to attract women. The majority of the workforce is generally female. For example, one study reported over 80 percent of Toronto’s nonprofit sector labour force was made up of women workers (Zizys 2011: 10). The gendered nature of the work and labour force also reinforces the undervaluation of nonprofit work (Cunningham and James 2011: 230; Baines 2011).

The importance of nonprofit service delivery for government financially supported social and human services has grown significantly over the last number of decades. It constitutes an important, and within urban regions, dense network of nonprofit service providing agencies as an integral part of Canada’s mixed social economy of such provision (Evans and Shields 2010). The funding of the NPSS is very dependent upon government revenue sources, with generally 80 percent or more of funding coming directly from government contracts (Eakin 2001: 5; 2007). Due to a pattern of expanding needs in the context of growing polarization, and the negative impacts of underfunding and insecurity on the financing of nonprofit agencies delivering support services to communities and vulnerable populations, nonprofit service providers have come to be characterized as operating as part of a “precarious sector”.

Contracting-out is part of a larger strategy of neoliberal governance and “right-sizing” the social state to minimalist and targeted provision. The neoliberal approach to governance is one that makes use of community as a policy instrument in an effort to minimize government support and funding for
social needs (Rochefort et al. 1998). The goal is to download responsibility for services and care previously provided by the state onto local levels of government, nonprofit bodies, communities and families, “a process known as responsibilization” (Kelly and Caputo 2011: 11). The idea is to break so-called government ‘dependency traps’ and to tap into a latent self-reliance and self-help ethos; in essence “responsibilizing citizens” to tackle their own social needs in their communities (Ilcan and Basok 2004). For neoliberals, this allows for the shrinking of the state and the privatization of social care onto the local and community level (Shields and Evans 1988). Neoliberals seek to absolve upper levels of government from much of their responsibilities for social supports, appealing to community, charity, family and friends to “provide supports to absorb or offset income insecurity” (Neysmith et al. 2005: 144; Evans et al. 2005: 78).

**APPROACH**

Our account of the state of nonprofit sector precarity draws upon key observations and findings from: 1) an emerging literature on service providing nonprofit agencies; 2) an on-going in-depth study of precarity using qualitative interviews from a research project with Toronto-based workers and managers in the sector (see: PEPSO, nd); and, 3) survey data from a 2013 Ontario Nonprofit Network sponsored survey of nonprofit organizations in the province entitled *Shaping the Future* (McIsaac et al. 2013b), as well as some initial results of a “State of the Sector” survey sponsored by the Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration (MCI 2013). These survey findings allow us to draw broadly representative empirical evidence, while the sampling from in-depth interview material enables us to identify dominant issues connected to precarity in the NPSS and to draw examples of the actual ‘lived experiences’ of nonprofit workers and managers. The qualitative interviews give us the ability to tap into the deeper meaning behind the numbers regarding the dynamics of the multiple and overlapping kinds of precarity within the nonprofit sector.

The intent of the paper is not to draw definitive conclusions on the impact and consequences of nonprofit precarity. Rather, it seeks to identify and document the broad nature of precarity in the sector, detect emerging themes related to precarity, and more generally, to draw attention to the value of looking at the NPSS in assisting us to better understand the meaning and significance of the phenomenon of precarity in a broader sense.

**THE STRUCTURING OF NONPROFIT PRECARITY**

Precarity has become the centre of considerable attention, especially since the publishing of Guy Standing’s book *The Precariat: The New Dangerous Class* (2011). Standing ties precariousness directly to changing employment relationships and
more specifically to the formation of a new insecure and disposable underclass in the making—the ‘precariat’. There has been considerable and heated debate regarding Standing’s position (see: Breman 2013) but which is beyond the scope of this paper. We use the concept of precarity and its associated impact on employment as well as other societal structures more broadly than does Standing (2011) and some other scholars (Vosko 2010). For example, while others have linked precarity almost exclusively with low income groupings (and it is clear that precarious forms of employment are felt the most negatively here) it is also the case that insecure forms of employment have occurred and are increasing in middle and professional parts of the class stratum as well. Also, as in the case of the NPSS, precarity is far more than an employment phenomenon but also comes to be structured into other social formations, as we discuss below.

Precarity, in essence, relates to a situation where there is a lack of predictability and security. This often has negative repercussions with regard to both the material and psychological well-being of those impacted by precarious circumstances. Precarity tends to foster conditions of vulnerability, instability, marginality and temporariness. Precarity is manifested in the NPSS in various ways. In particular, it is expressed in high levels of job insecurity experienced by those working in the sector both on the front-line and in managerial positions, since the continuance of employment for so many workers is dependent primarily on short-term contract financing. As a contract dependent sector, the very nonprofit organizations themselves exist under a continuous threat of defunding, placing their on-going operation on a kind of temporariness footing (Shields 2014). As a senior manager in one multi-service agency with a large immigrant client group observed, “We are always insecure. We are always losing funding and having to lay off.” Questions regarding the financial solidity of such funding dependent organizations comes to be a constant refrain. Such challenges to the organizational stability and employment continuity of the NPSS directly and negatively impacts clients and communities. Lack of continuity and instability in delivery of services creates service gaps. The programs are vulnerable to funding restraint and even elimination, particularly in the context of austerity and elevated need due to uneven growth and widening societal disparity. Cut to the bone, nonprofits find it increasingly challenging to maintain, let alone to strengthen, community connections.

The central factors that foster precarity in the NPSS are the funding and accountability regime and the neoliberal political foundation upon which it rests, that structures the organizational, employment and service system for the NPSS. The way in which nonprofits’ publically provided services are financed profoundly changed beginning in the 1980s in Canada with the advent of neoliberal approaches to government and public administration. Not only was there a movement away from direct state provision of services to alternative and discounted third sector service delivery, but the funding structure that supported nonprofit providers shifted from core/base to project-based contract financing.
The characteristics of the ‘project funding regime’ that separate it from the core funding model are significant. First, core funding tended to be long-term and relatively stable while project funding is short-term (generally yearly) and unstable, since it is built upon a competitive bidding process on service delivery contracts issued by government. Compelling competition among nonprofit organizations is intended to marketize caring services and drive down costs in a bid to get the ‘best value for the dollar’. The concern is that it also easily leads to a ‘race to the bottom’ dynamic among nonprofit contractors (Cunningham and James 2011: 229).

A second feature is that core funding gave organizations considerable latitude in terms of how government dollars could be spent. This allowed nonprofit organizations to not just spend on direct program delivery, but also to use funds to support the operational and overhead costs of the organizations that are necessary to actually deliver programs. It further empowered nonprofit organizations to use some resources to build links into the community and become vehicles through which community members could exercise voice for expressing their concerns and interests to the larger society and government. Project funding, by contrast, very narrowly prescribes how funding can be spent —that is to say only on direct program costs. This has resulted in an underfunding of overhead costs, and severely compromised the financial stability of the infrastructure and ongoing operational budgets of nonprofits. This system also enables government funders to exert considerable control over the way contracted nonprofits provide services (Gibson et al. 2007; Clutterbuck and Howarth 2002) and ultimately how they connect to communities. The project funding regime attempts to transform nonprofits into one dimensional service providers operating from a business model of delivery. The idea of nonprofits as socially active organizations in their communities that also engage in advocacy roles is rejected. Such advocacy is seen to be a case of ‘special interest’ activities which government funds should not be associated with. These attitudes have certainly fostered an environment of ‘advocacy chill’ in the NPSS (Shields 2013; Evans and Shields 2014).

Accountability is the third distinguishing characteristic between funding systems. Previously the relationship between the state and nonprofit providers was one that tended to be guided “by bonds of trust”, not highly structured contracts with taxing and rigid accountability systems, that offered “nonprofits considerable autonomy in how they constructed and delivered programs supported by public funds” (Evans et al. 2005: 76). While the concept of ‘partnership’ is employed to describe the new relationship between state funders and nonprofit service providers, under the neoliberal program financing regime the reality is that there is little that is reciprocal in these relationships. Rather, they are uni-directional, top down reporting mechanisms that are tightly linked to narrow market-based efficiency measures. Any idea of the accountability responsibilities that nonprofit providers owe to the communities they serve is
conspicuously absent within this model. As Evans et al. note: “The benign language of ‘partnership’ hides a steeply hierarchical and centralized relationship of power embedded in a contractual arrangement between the state and those agencies increasingly responsible for the delivery of public goods and services” (2005: 78).

Finally, core funding is associated with the Keynesian approach to governance, while program financing is a product of neoliberal governance models. Keynesianism embraced policies that sought to provide a balance between the role of government, business and civil society actors in shaping societal consensus. Through relatively robust social policy measures a form of “limited inclusion” and security was brokered. Under neoliberalism, by contrast, a “markets knows best” logic for societal resource allocation has been embraced, resulting in a shrinking welfare state and its protective shield and a ‘survival of the fittest’ environment with growing inequality and insecurity, and a transfer of risk on to workers, families and individuals (Burke et al. 2000). This represents a “flexible just-in-time” system of provision of stripped-down publically supported services. Under the neoliberal project funding regime the NPSS has become a key component of an increasingly hollowed out welfare state and ever more contingent social provision of supports. As state provision of the “social safety net” has been eroded, marginalized populations have turned increasingly to the NPSS to meet their needs. But this demand has increased just as the sector’s capacity has been threatened, in large measure because of this very restructuring (Evans and Shields 2010). As noted above, this fosters precarity at various levels.

Under neoliberalism the NPSS relationship with funders and the civil service that manages the connection have come to be largely structurally determined, fostering rigid relationships between funder and the nonprofit service provider. This means that civil servants who often see the negative and dysfunctional aspects of this funding system on nonprofit providers, and those they serve, find that they have their hands tied in terms of adjusting the workings of the relationship along more functionally beneficial paths.

**CREATING PRECARIOUS EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIPS IN THE NPSS**

These funding structures affected employment relationships within the sector profoundly. Evidence of this can be found in a recent survey. The overall survey reported the distribution of the paid workforce in 2012-13 in Ontario nonprofit social service organizations—the core element of nonprofit organizations profiled in this paper. In doing so, it indicates that about 48 percent was made up of full-time employees, 30 percent part-time, and 21 percent seasonally-based employees (MCI 2013: 34). Significantly, ‘full-time’ workers were less than half of this workforce. Moreover, given the sector’s reliance on short-term and unstable contract funding, all categories of employment in this sector are subject to high
levels of insecurity. This, in effect, imbeds an employment structure of ‘permanent temporariness’ (Shields 2014) into the DNA of the sector. The employment profile of the nonprofit sector places it in the vanguard of the shift away from the standard employment norms of the past to the more flexible and contingent employment forms of the new labour market. As a recent Mowat Centre report notes:

 [...] there is a sense of decline in employment stability. In the nonprofit sector, particularly that part of the sector that relies heavily on public sector funding, this is experienced as a result of fiscal pressure of governments and the resulting move away from core funding to project-based funding. This reality shapes employment in the sector, and contributes to part-time and contract employment, lower wages, and limited access to benefits and pensions (McIsaac et al. 2013b: 15).

Among the top labour force retention challenges are the noncompetitive wage and salary and lack of career mobility paths in the sector. It has additionally been found that young people are not attracted to nonprofits because they very often fail to consider them ‘real jobs’ (McIsaac et al. 2013a: 21, 23).

In terms of the NPSS workforce, this situation has meant increased instability. For example, under-funding and a lack of long-term financing by definition translates into employment insecurity, increased workloads (‘doing more for less’), lack of promotion ladders, lower wages and poor benefits. In short, much of the work in the sector has become more precarious and flexible. As noted in a Toronto nonprofit sector report: “Despite its social and economic contributions, this sector is known to pay low wages and benefits to workers. Any organization with consistently low wages runs the risk of losing its human capital to other organizations with higher wages” (Community Social Planning Council of Toronto and Family Service Association of Toronto 2006: 6). This situation is compounded by more recent austerity measures where government funding to the sector has been further restrained and already low wages eroded further by the failure of sector wages to keep up with inflation through wage restraint and freezes (Cunningham and James 2011: 230). Because there are very limited detailed surveys of the nonprofit sector it is difficult to get precise information of the wage/salary levels and other working conditions in the NPSS. Our own qualitative investigation, however, reveals that the compensation levels stand considerably below public sector employers and in many cases the most temporary workers receive wages only modestly above minimum wage. Stagnate wages/salaries in the NPSS due to years of flat lined funding is causing significant financial hardship for nonprofit employees.

At the same time, various forms of social financing like the promotion of social enterprise and social impact bonds are held out as solutions to the fiscal pressures faced by the NPSS. Social enterprise involves nonprofits setting up
their own side businesses to generate additional revenue. Social impact bonds are new public-private partnerships centred around both financing and service delivery for the nonprofit sector. These new funding paths are pushing nonprofit service providers to be more market reliant and entrepreneurial and less ‘dependent’ on government funding for programming. The end result is an even more precarious sector where the new funding streams pose more risk than benefit (Joy and Shields 2013; McHugh 2013).

EMERGING THEMES

Our literature review and interviews with nonprofit workers and managers uncovered many additional themes which relate to nonprofit related precariousness. Some examples follow.

STRESS

A core theme that runs strongly through the interviews is the high levels of stress that is produced by precariousness. While most employees voiced their love of the helping nature of their work, they also expressed the strains resulting from the increasing instability of their jobs and the reality that the cuts to program funding for clients makes their work far more challenging. As one frontline worker noted: “And I feel good. It’s challenging, it’s hard, stressful—beyond the word stressful!” A female middle manager went on to talk about the stress that comes from the pressure on nonprofit staff to make up out of their own personal finances and through extra fund raising for expenses to support their clients due to government funding shortfalls:

[…] most of the time we’re putting money from our pockets and then it’s always that stress and we’re all in our twenties, early thirties and either in university or recently graduated, so it’s not like we have a lot of money throwing around. It’s that stress of not having the money and trying to make ends meet from ticket sales and trying to find sponsors and stuff. A lot of it is the money.

Stress and worker burnout is a direct consequence of “rising demands and insufficient resources, disillusionment and loss of independence as organizations experience mission drift in response to demands of funders, job insecurity and low pay” (McMullen and Brisbois 2003: 6).

Often our interviewees revealed that this stress came to be manifested in health related problems. As one nonprofit social service worker expressed her reality:

[…] I’ve had breakdowns at work, you know other pieces that have fallen apart because of the precariousness … this year I managed to … cobble some consultancy work together but didn’t have enough to continuously sustain
myself so I had to make some tough decisions around my housing [...] All of 2009 I was battling stress related autoimmune issues and this year I’ve been battling a different set of autoimmune issues, like my hair is falling out. I have rashes and hives that are, like magically appear. So yea, the woman at work who is responsible for HR has watched me half break down.

Such negative health-based consequences of precarity are increasingly coming to be recognized and documented (see for example: Lewchuk et al. 2011; Gibson et al. 2007). Moreover, the broader emotional toll that precarity takes upon the household is well identified in the It’s More than Poverty report (PEPSO, 2013: 79-80). A female visible minority youth worker expressed the pressures related to friends, family and society associated with her nonprofit precarious employment in this way:

[...] the keeping up with the Jones’, pressure of you having a stable job and you don’t have a stable house and when are you going to get married and have kids. ... Some of it is verbalized pressure and some of it is non-verbal pressure.

SEARCHING FOR SECURITY AND PREDICTABILITY

The theme of insecurity and built-in temporariness (Shields 2014) stand out as a dominant variable within the literature and interview sources. A manager from nonprofit social services summed up her assessment of how the program funding regime is negatively transforming the nonprofit sector: “It is a precarious sector and we are really in danger of becoming ... cheap government services with all the accountability of government and none of the infrastructure and stability.”

What is also interesting is that the NPSS worker has in common much of the precarity of the clients they serve. The sector’s workforce in many instances is actually drawn out of the populations that are serviced by these organizations. This connection became very evident in the interviews with nonprofit workers we conducted for this research. For example a foreign-born female immigrant settlement worker identified the challenge of serial contingent employment endemic to the nonprofit sector, as well as in the community she serves. She observed:

I was employed on contract work for months full-time as a community worker at a Community Health Centre but the pay was very poor. After that I found another job as a settlement worker for 8 months as a contract position. Once this contract expired, I found my current part-time employment, but even though it is part-time, it is a 1-year contract position.

Accepting a part-time position with the ‘stability’ of one year funding was preferable to shorter-term full-time work. In addition, a female visible minority
youth worker noted: “[…] and see it’s not about the money it’s more about that I just want some guarantee, and it was just so loose and it was a nightmare.” One of the factors that becomes most important for this is the necessity, as this worker identified, for “[…] the right amount of notice so that people’s lives can continue going forward as seamlessly as possible [if there is going to be a layoff].”

The lack of predictability in terms of work take a toll on employees’ lives and it creates the kind of precarious workforce that is often made up of vulnerable populations. This precarity and vulnerability means that organizations face serious challenges in undertaking planning for the future, as staff are unlikely to be around to actualize these plans or feel they have the overview to set goals for a very unstable future. This also means that most agencies have few staff with any institutional memory, making continuity very difficult. These points are spelled out by a female service worker:

When I was making $1,800 a month there was one month I was not paid; they were closed in August. How do you think I lived for that month? I attended a meeting and this woman asked how can you be doing strategic planning with this organization when they have four staff and 15 women working out of that space and they are all women of colour, disabled, queer, trans, all this representation and of this framework but they are all contract workers. They all have no rights and they are all in precarious employment and you cannot do strategic planning with that kind of organization.

Since the project funding regime only finances independent projects, workers must apply for funding several times a year. Funding delays are common and the funders expect that the project is carried out on time, regardless of the organization’s financial struggles to accomplish this. Though employees are not always paid on time they are still expected to continue their duties. Writing grant proposals is very stressful for employees, as a lot of effort has to go into them, yet success rates are low. Even when proposals are accepted, funding can take months to negotiate. Funding delays may also result in temporary layoffs while funding gets finalized. Nonprofit staff are very often given notice of layoff. Links with funders were also precarious with reports of inter-organizational relationships that existed over email rather than in person. Contacts within the funding bodies were also transitory, with personnel reportedly moving around after only a year in their post. Further, contact with these officials by agency staff suggested that the priority of government officials was predominantly cost. All these hurdles contribute to an unstable environment to work in, increasing stress, and other resulting financial burdens for paid staff.

THE BURDENS OF ACCOUNTABILITY

Problems of excessive accountability came through very strongly in the interviews, particularly among nonprofit managers. These accountability
requirements meant organizations had to justify their service delivery by requiring employees to take on extra responsibilities to carefully and mechanically measure the outcomes of their projects. The employed front-line workers might be lacking in administrative and report-writing skills, which causes them to limit their time with clients. Furthermore, the accountability system, because of its use of scarce nonprofit resources and the strict rules around how funding dollars can be spent, worked against agencies’ abilities to build deeper connections in their clients’ communities, as more flexible funded services cannot be resourced through program financing rules.

A senior manager of a multi-service agency recounted the challenges of these government accounting and reporting demands:

Trying to develop a coherent way of even keeping data and evaluating, when everybody has different demands and different requirements, has always been tough, but I think even more so now when they’re demanding more information and that kind of thing. Not even accountability, just more that micro-management thing.

Likewise another manager of a social service nonprofit commented that:

I feel that paper tracking is great but it requires so much time. It does show case numbers but there’s other ways to evaluate what’s happening versus just ticking off numbers. Facts and data are great but they take more time to collect and I think that time takes away from our ability to serve our community in a better way.

However, there are others who are of the view that while the data could be a valuable analytical devise, that government funders in actuality rarely make any use of it.

There is considerable concern expressed that current systems of accountability are overly burdensome on nonprofit organizations, consuming scarce human and financial resources on activities focused more on controlling and directing how nonprofits run and deliver their programs than on actual program outcomes. Interviews revealed that it was not uncommon for accounting and reporting activities to absorb twenty percent or more of the work time of service delivers, and even more for managers, an amount that has grown significantly over the years. This was seen as taking away from the time and quality of direct services provided to communities, adding considerably to the work burdens and stress of nonprofit staff, as well as imposing procedures that reduced the autonomy of organizations and staff to tailor service delivery to actual needs of clients. The imposition of businesslike models of accountability and management compels nonprofits to think more in narrow, economistic, business terms. For example, nonprofits are expected to meet quantitative goals such as benchmarks, efficiencies and doing more with less. Much of this is
accomplished by the simplification and standardization of work; via computerized programs and standardized forms (Baines 2006). Standardization has led to a loss of discretion, less face to face time with clients and more emphasis on ‘efficiency’ and ‘accountability’ of workers to management. Community-centred caring approaches to work are generally sacrificed on the altar of accountability and efficiency.

A LABOUR OF LOVE

Nonprofit work takes place in a mission-based sector and those who work and volunteer for NPSS bodies are, in large measure, attracted by an ethos of caring and giving to their communities (Cunningham 2008). The hold of the mission for the sector workers and managers is powerful and acts as a glue that binds them to an increasingly precarious work environment, helping to facilitate the normalization of precarity within the sector. Too often the work of the sector has come to be viewed narrowly as being primarily a ‘labour of love’ which is seen to be a reward in and of itself. It has even been argued that compensation in the sector is purposefully structured to be inferior than in other sectors as a way of ensuring that those attracted to it have done so for the correct motivations, and willingly trade off poorer compensation outcomes for the privilege of doing mission-driven caring work (See: McMullen and Schellenberg 2003: 15). Cunningham has stressed that it is important that we understand the employment relationship in the sector as a ‘psychological contract’ with an ethos of caring at its centre (2011). This is eroded, however, as business-oriented approaches and their negative consequences are foisted on the sector. Leaders in the sector agree that organizational missions and values are important factors in attracting employees but that this is not sufficient (McIsaac et al. 2013b: 22) to provide a sustainable road to retention as the underlying structural challenges of poor pay, overwork, burnout and employment instability dislodge the ‘mission grip’ that initially attracted individuals to the sector.

The fact that many nonprofit agencies endeavor to create work environments that attempt to be caring and respectful to staff, even in the context of funding cuts, and the strong hold that the nonprofit culture and ethos has on those who do this kind of work, remains an important bonding agent for workers in the sector. This point is clearly revealed by a female part-time contract worker:

I think the organization is very supportive of people’s personal lives as well as professional career paths and I think there’s a lot of flexibility and accommodations that are provided. I think that’s what keeps people on. In spite of changes and restructuring and cut backs and funding freezes, there’s something else happening within the culture of the organization that’s keeping people here and keeping them working as hard as they always have.
RELYING ON VOLUNTARY LABOUR

A major feature of the NPSS has been the need for the sector to manage its labour costs in the context of a funding squeeze. In fact, 3 out of 4 nonprofit organizations report significant challenges in having enough revenues to meet ongoing efforts to reach their objectives. This translates into a serious parallel problem, identified by the sector as a difficulty in planning for the future (MCI 2013: 61, 63). These challenges compel nonprofit organizations to increasingly rely on voluntary effort in order to help make ends meet. Trends reveal, in fact, that labour from voluntary contributions is greatly outpacing the growth of the paid labour force in the Ontario nonprofit sector (MCI 2013: 38).

The restructuring of the NPSS due to funding cuts and the institution of business practices have ‘thinned out’ the sector and many services agencies have moved to flexible models of staffing, much of which includes unpaid work in the form of volunteer hours and unpaid overtime (Baines 2004). Because of their commitment to social justice and the agency, many managers also put in hours of unpaid overtime. Some recognize the contradictions of this situation. As a social services manager noted,

It’s not a nine to five job, definitely not. We do claim our overtime, I would say I don’t claim all my overtime. I claim overtime that’s critical that I did that overtime to get that deadline. Or, if we have events that we have to go to, I think most of management doesn’t claim all their overtime and that goes with the job ... I think most of us that do this work, it’s wanting to improve the quality of life for people, it’s about social justice and with that it becomes that extra time.

Virtually everyone we interviewed working in the sector had similar stories about the necessity and moral pressure they felt to donate their unpaid time to serve needy clients, given the organizations’ financial squeeze.

NONPROFITS AND UNIONS: THE LACK OF A COUNTERVAILING FORCE

The nonprofit sector has relatively low union density, with one Ontario nonprofit survey indicating only an overall 14 percent density rate, although the subsector of social and human services recorded a rate of 27 percent (McIsaac et al. 2013b: 14). These levels, however, are considerably below unionization rates for the public and para-public sectors that are the other providers of publicly supported services. Unions are important in providing some measure of protection against employment insecurity, low wages and poor benefits and working conditions. Unions act as a countervailing force to pressures from marketization and business driven restructuring. The limited and fragmented presence of union protections provide little relief for most nonprofit workplaces. Moreover, even where they have a presence, collective resistance is harder to
undertake because of difficulties in attributing changes to terms and conditions to the immediate employer when purchasers are dictating financial conditions (Marchington et al. 2005).

A female nonprofit service worker revealed her frustration with the lack of protections around employment security in these words:

I have been with the agency for ten years but we are not unionized and our funding comes from all sources. The Feds, the province and the city. [In] My particular job the funding comes from the Feds. It goes down to the province and then to the city and then they divvy it out to us so even though it it’s federal money the city controls it. That’s precarious because we are never sure whether we’re going to get funding. Recently we’ve been told that no job is guaranteed.

COMMUNITY AND THE CHALLENGE OF ‘RESPONSIBILIZATION’

Serving the clients and community is a driving force behind why most of those who are employed in the NPSS are drawn to work in the sector. This is clearly articulated by one female multi-service agency manager when asked about what she liked about her job: “The value that you get back, the benefits that you see in the community is the biggest reward in itself.” However, those we interviewed also point out growing problems with the services they are able to offer because of government funding cutbacks. Significantly, one of the issues that came up were cuts to items such as public transit expenses, free childcare while utilizing services, and the ability to offer a bit of light food for clients. The cutting of such supports to clients in the name of austerity has had dramatic and negative impacts on community access to programming. As our aforementioned manager laments:

Yes, the funding has also impacted the residents in the sense that there’s no more accommodation … for them. TTC [public transit] tokens, for example, transportation support … before we received two tokens—one for coming, one for going—while now they might receive one every other week because there’s just no sources to buy TTC anymore. Or even the snacks, they don’t have enough money to eat food at home or have breakfast and when they come to our programmes, they rely on having those snacks and refreshments available and now that’s limited to crackers and juice whereas before we might have fruits and such. That affects their willingness to wanna be in the programme because, yes, they’re there to learn … but those two foundational—transportation and food—was one of the things that encouraged them …”

For marginalized communities these small and financially modest supports are critical to open the door to service use. For individuals and families often living off survival jobs even paying for public transport to get to programming can be a formidable barrier.
A senior nonprofit executive articulates her projections about the erosion of nonprofit organizations’ close bonds with communities they service because of the imposition of continuous program restraint and business management models of operation promoted by policies aimed at shrinking the state and responsibilizing care downward. As she notes:

I think a lot of the organizations … who do more than service delivery and have a real community base, I think that’s gonna be lost. I think it’s gonna be much more service delivery and business model and providing efficient, effective services. Here one of the things, and I’m sure you’re gonna hear it from people, one of the things that we really value and really are proud of, is how we work with the community. So many people talk about coming here and it feels like a second home, and we have that ability to support people beyond just providing specific programmes, that more holistic thing. I could see some of that going, because it’s gonna be very cost-effective, whatever, all that, just do with the service. As people say, most people if they need the service, they’ll get it, they don’t really care who’s giving it.

Nonprofit community-based services are far more than ‘just the service.’ They are about a holistic approach to caring that engages with the community to assess and address needs and represent communities. The neoliberal model of service delivery strips away this holistic approach to ‘caring’ leaving in its place a thinned out model of service. Such a devalued approach to ‘caring’ fosters community marginalization and exploitation (Glenn 2000: 84). ‘Responsibilization’ strategies to care that run through the NPSS funding relationships with government transfers risks onto nonprofit organizations, their clients and to the communities they serve. Precariousness is an inevitable product of such circumstances.

CONCLUSION

The problem of precarity is a serious and growing phenomenon closely associated with the deepening of neoliberal approaches to the running of markets, societal relations and government. The spread of precarity has been recognized as operating at the level of the labour market, as standard forms of secure employment have come to be displaced by the rapid advance of new insecure contingent work forms. The salience of the issue in Canada was brought home by the careful documentation of the presence of employment precarity and its negative consequences in the It’s More than Poverty report (PEPSO, 2013) and the strong reception it struck with the public through wide media coverage.

By expanding our gaze to the workings of precarity in the nonprofit sector we are able to deepen our understanding of the phenomenon. The deficit in funds, security and dependability at each level intensifies and reinforces the vulnerability of the next. The multilayered and self-reinforcing character of
precarity’s operation at the level of the workforce, organizational and community level within the nonprofit service providing sector provides valuable insights about the depth and reach of precarity beyond the employment relationship that are worthy of further exploration. Through the use of in-depth qualitative interviews with nonprofit management and workers, recent empirically-based studies, and a careful reading of an emerging nonprofit literature, we offer some initial steps in this direction.
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